
Requirements for your Business Continuity app

Summary
The three steps below - ABC - are sequential, and iterative.
Step A: Map your business - your products /services, the activities which enables you to deliver 
those products and services and the resources, you must have to run those activities.

Step B: Before a disaster or crisis hits: Assess your vulnerabilities - in order to mitigate them.

Step C: When a disaster or crisis hits: Assess impact on your capabilities - in order to build 
operability.



Start developing your app by providing the following five elements of information as text.

Step A
1.  Your key Products / Services (Text)
2.  Your Prioritised Activities (Text) - list activities essential for the delivery of each key product /

service
3.  Your “Must-Haves” (Text) - the categories used are People, Premises, Processes, and Providers. 

List and describe the people, premises, processes, and providers you need in order to support 
each of the critical activities you need to keep doing (to provide key products/services).
If you decide on categories other than the 4Ps, please advise us of what you need embedding in 
the app as Must-Haves.









Step B - Before Impact.    Step C - After Impact

Risk is assessed (before and after impact) to inform action plans



4.  Calibrate your risk thresholds. The defaults can be used to exercise your plan and assess your 
vulnerabilities, and simulate impacts - then you can nominate different thresholds to set the app 
(to reflect your values). Therefore one of your final instructions will Beto advise whether you want 
the default settings or to nominate the thresholds where "your green turns to your yellow", and 
where "your yellow turns to your red".



5.  Your ten-page guide to the app will be embedded as a PDF reached from the blue "i" symbol. 
You can provide a PDF for us to insert - or you can commission us to do it as an "extra" for 
US$80.


